TENENBAUM LAW GROUP PROMOTES NISHA THAKKER TO PARTNER
WASHINGTON, DC, January 4, 2022 – The Tenenbaum Law Group (TLG) is pleased to
announce the promotion of Nisha Thakker to Partner, effective January 1, 2022. A cofounder of the firm two years ago with Managing Partner Jeff Tenenbaum, Nisha has been
an integral part of TLG since its inception and is an extremely accomplished nonprofit
attorney on whom so many of the firm’s clients rely for regular legal advice and counsel.
Founded on January 1, 2020 by Jeff and Nisha, TLG is a nationally recognized, Washington,
DC-based three-attorney boutique law firm focused exclusively on the nonprofit sector,
with approximately 500 clients across the United States. The firm’s client base is composed
principally of nonprofit organizations – such as trade and professional associations,
charities, international NGOs, arts and cultural institutions, think tanks, health care entities,
foundations, and the like – as well as select companies and executives that work with or
provide services to nonprofits.
“The past two years working with TLG and our diverse, dynamic array of clients have been
exciting and unprecedented,“ said Nisha. “When Jeff and I started this firm, we had no idea
that we were just a two-and-a-half months away from a global pandemic. Despite the
unexpected challenges, I’m so pleased about how successfully we were able to grow the
firm, and so quickly. With the addition of [Counsel] Julie [Kulovits] last April, TLG has
accomplished more than I could have imagined,” she said. “I am incredibly humbled and
proud to make this transition to Partner and have the opportunity to continue to serve our
impressive roster of clients – both present and future.”
According to Jeff, “Nisha’s work ethic, intelligence, grasp of the practical, communication
skills, patience, and talent have made her a true pleasure to work with over the past two
years. I could not be more excited about her promotion to Partner. It is incredibly well

deserved. I look forward to many great years of our partnership.”
For more information: TLG Managing Partner Jeff Tenenbaum
(jtenenbaum@TenenbaumLegal.com or 202-221-8100)
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